
Five ways we can nurture resilience in our children

1. Tell your family story. The research on this, which I 
cite in my book True Wealth: Letters on Money, 
Life, and Love demonstrates that telling family stories 
with an oscillating narrative – including stories of not 
only success and invincibility but also struggle and 
hardships overcome – strengthens the resilience of 
younger family members. Including details of the lives 
of older family members contributes to this resilience. I 
know of one family whose children are currently 
unable to see their immunecompromised 
grandparents, so they’re meeting regularly by Zoom 
and recording the family story conversations. The 
grandparents are thrilled to have so much interest 
expressed in their lives. 

2. Play “Money Messages.” We all received plentiful 
money messages, in both words and deeds, from our 
families of origin and the primary influencers in our 
lives. And we are giving multiple messages by what we 
say and how we live. But we may not be fully 
conscious of what we are communicating. Money 
messages tend to be both absolute (“you must, 
should, ought”) and partially – but not wholly – true. 
For example, “Never be in debt”, one of my father’s 
messages to me, is sound with regard to credit card 
debt but a mortgage may be an excellent financial 
planning tool. Ask your children what money messages 
they heard from you. Be prepared to be surprised! Try 
not to react in the moment. If there are messages you 
want to correct, you can go back later. 

3. Discuss budgets. I’ll never forget a senior banker 
telling me that his son had a holiday job for which he 
was being paid, but all the income he earned was 
sitting in unbanked cheques in a drawer in his room; 
he had no motivation to deposit them. This is a time to 
review your larger household budget and help each 
child establish their own budget, if they don’t already 
have one. It’s typical that many children do not know 
where their money comes from and where it goes to. 

In my experience as a Family Wealth Mentor ™, the main 
question that concerns wealthy parents is “Will my children 
thrive or will our wealth in some way pull them off track?”. It 
is such a common concern that elaborate structures are 
designed to limit access to future funding, often putting 
someone other than the child in the position of deciding the 
child’s financial future, without that gatekeeper having had 
the benefit of years of exposure to the parents’ values and 
beliefs. 

It would be an exceptional parent who is not committed to 
their children thriving, and yet many of us do not take the 
time, or have the skills ourselves, to guide our children in the 
ways that will give them financial life skills, whatever the 
global environment they face in the future. So, here are five 
ideas to take advantage of this unprecedented opportunity 
for great interaction with our children at home. Some might 
be best done one-on-one whilst others would be excellent 
material for family dinner conversations.

The Covid-19 pandemic and current 
lockdown are revealing both the best and 
worst of humanity, whilst exposing the 
fragile nature of the systems on which we 
have relied. We are seeing under the hood 
of our plentiful lifestyle and know that all is 
not well with the engine and brakes. 
Similarly, the requirement to “shelter at 
home” is revealing the resilience or fragility 
of each of our family members and, at the 
same time, giving us plentiful opportunities 
to help strengthen our children. Check out 
these five suggestions from leading family 
wealth mentor, Diana Chambers.
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What do you think?
Have these tips inspired you? How do you feel the art 
world represents women? What needs to change? And 
what more could you do? We’d love to hear from you!

Without that knowledge, they will not be able to 
manage their funds. This teaching can extend to being 
responsible for depositing cheques in a timely way and 
ensuring that savings go into accounts that offer a 
return. And, depending on the age of your children, 
you might discuss with them your household budget 
and tell them why you include certain items at various 
levels. This is a chance to share your thinking and 
values.  

4. Initiate money conversations. The pandemic is likely 
to surface questions along the entire spectrum of “Will 
we be safe and have enough?” to “Why are we so 
fortunate and what should we be doing about it?” In 
order to answer these questions thoughtfully, we need 
to be clear about our own feelings both concerning 
the pandemic and our financial circumstances in 
general. If we are off-balance ourselves, we will be 
communicating that to our children. As necessary, take 
the time to reflect and gather your thoughts, so you 
can respond from a conscious, grounded, centered 
place. Our willingness and ability to engage in such 
conversations will model for our children that 
transparent conversations about money are normal 
and important. 

Diana Chambers, known as The Family Wealth Mentor ™, 
can be reached via her website DianaChambers.com or her 
email diana@dianachambers.com

5. Be generous. The call for volunteers for the National 
Health Service received an overwhelming response 
from the general public and we’re seeing positive 
appreciation for front-line health workers in many 
cities around the world, modelled first by the Italians 
and Spanish singing and clapping from their balconies. 
The pandemic is inviting us to join together on behalf 
of the common good. We can be generous with our 
appreciation, our volunteer efforts, and our money. To 
encourage philanthropy in your children, you might 
offer each one of them a sum of money to donate to a 
charity of their choosing. Part of the plan will be to 
have each child present their concern and the 
organization of their choice to other family members 
over a meal together. As you hear from each child 
what most captured their attention, you’ll find out 
more about what they love. 

Each of these practices, which can be tailored to reflect 
your children’s financial maturity and current capacity, are 
building blocks to their greater resilience.
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